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Abstract: 

Background: Osteoarthritis (OA) knee and its associated symptoms along with 
obesity makes it difficult for the elderly to perform weight bearing activities. Chair 
aerobics can be a perfect form of exercise for the patients with OA knee. The aim 
of this study was to determine the effectiveness of chair aerobics on pain, physical 
disability, Body mass index (BMI) and Waist circumference in older adults with 
OA knee.  

Methods: In this pre – post study 55 subjects were approached, individuals who 
fulfill the inclusion criteria (n = 30) were taken for the study. The demographic 
data of subjects along with the pre assessment of pain (NPRS Scale), physical 
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disability (Modified Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index), 
BMI and Waist circumference was evaluated. The Chair aerobic session was given 
for 5 days per week for 4 weeks for 45 minutes. Post assessment after 4 weeks was 
done.  

Result: After the exercise intervention there was a significant reduction in pain 
(pre and post treatment mean came out to be 7.2 and 1.93; p < 0.05), physical 
disability (pre and post treatment mean was 49.33 and 32.1; p < 0.05), BMI (pre 
and post treatment mean was 30.51 kg/m2 and 29.16 kg/m2; p < 0.05) and waist 
circumference (pre and post treatment mean was 104.69 cm and 99.86 cm; p < 
0.05). 

Conclusion: Chair aerobics was effective in reducing pain, physical disability, 
BMI and waist circumference in older adults with OA knee. 
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Introduction: 

Osteoarthritis (OA) knee is a degenerative joint disease leading to physical 
disability and pain.1In obese adults, biomechanical joint stress denotes one 
possible route for the pathogenesis and advancement of knee OA. Weight 
reduction is effective and suggested for obese patients and can be accomplished by 
exercise.2According to American College of Rheumatology aerobic exercise 
should be incorporated in the management of OA but its associated symptoms 
become an obstacle for those doing weight bearing activities. In fact increase in 
the amount of physical activity may initiate wear and tear on previously affected 
joint.3In this context, “Chair Aerobics” is the ideal form of aerobic exercise for 
older patients with OA. It is a form of aerobics or exercise done while seating 
comfortably on a chair. We found less literature that studied the effects of “chair 
aerobics” in older adults with osteoarthritis knee. Therefore, the aim of our study 
was to determine the effects of chair aerobics in older adults with knee 
osteoarthritis.  

Materials and Method: 

The clearance from the Institutional ethical committee (Ref. no. : DPU/ R & R (P) 
/ 448 (32) / 19) was taken. In this study 55 elderly were approached 30 individuals 
who fulfilled the inclusion criteria: 60 years or above, Knee pain (in one or both 
the knees), Grade 1 and 2 of Kellgren and Lawrence radiological classification; 
were taken for the study. The pre – post study was conducted in Dr. D. Y. Patil 
College of Physiotherapy, Pimpri - Pune. Any patient having Medical conditions 
(such as myocardial infarction or stroke in past 3 months, severe COPD, insulin 
dependent diabetes mellitus, psychiatric condition, severe systemic condition), 
Inflammatory arthritis and exercising regularly were excluded from the study. 
Materials required for this study were the scales (Numerical Pain Rating scale 
(NPRS),Modified WOMAC (CRD – Pune version)), weighing machine, 
measuring tape, speakers and chairs. After explaining the purpose of the study to 
the subject, a written informed consent was obtained from the subjects. The 
demographic data of subjects along with the pre assessment of pain (NPRS Scale), 
physical disability (Modified WOMAC), Body Mass Index, Waist circumference 
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was done and documented. The Chair aerobic session was done for 5 days per 
week for 4 weeks for at least 45 minutes. The chair aerobic session included: 

● Warm up period for 10 minutes.  
● Chair aerobics for 25 minutes.  
● Cool down period for 10 minutes. 

Warm up period included: Foot pedals, Arm swings, Trunk twist, Shoulder shrugs, 
Shoulder circle (forward), Shoulder circle (backward) and overhead arm 
extension. Each exercise was done for 30 seconds in 2 sets. 

Chair aerobics (40 – 50 % of training intensity) included: Toe touch with alternate 
elbow extension, step touch with side hand raise, knee lift with raised hand claps, 
Quad drills with front hand raise, Diagonal leg raise with hand swing, Half star 
and Roll and kick. Each exercise was done for 64 counts and 4 sets. 

Cool down period included: Deep breathing exercise, Pectoral stretch, Calf stretch, 
upward side stretch and Neck stretch. Each exercise was done for 20 seconds and 
3 repetitions. 

The session was stopped for individuals showing breathlessness, chest pain, 
excessive sweating and giddiness. The post assessment of pain (NPRS Scale), 
physical disability (WOMAC), Body Mass Index, Waist circumference was 
done and documented after 4 weeks. 

 

Outcome Measure: 

▪ Numerical Pain Rating Scale (NPRS): It has 11- points. The scale ranges 
from 0 (which means no pain) to 10 (which means worst pain imaginable).  
 

▪ Modified Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis 
Index ( CRD – Pune version )4:It evaluates side effects and physical 
useful incapacity in patients with osteoarthritis of knee and the hip 
containing 27 inquiries, pain (5 things), stiffness (2 things), physical 
capacity (17 things) and optional (3 things). The patients answer are 
reviewed on a subjective scale (0 = none, 1 = gentle, 2 = moderate, 3 = 
serious, 4 = outrageous). The WOMAC was changed for Indian (Asian) 
use (CRD – pune variant) and it was seen as substantial for assessing the 
seriousness of osteoarthritis of hip and knee. 

 
▪ Body Mass Index (BMI): Height was estimated without shoes utilizing a 

wall mounted stadiometer. Weight was estimated by weighing scale. 
Subjects were told to expel any articles, for example, keys, cell phone 
before weight measurement. BMI (kg/m2) was resolved from estimated 
weight in kilograms and height in meters. 

 
▪ Waist circumference: It was estimated halfway between the lower rib 

edge and the iliac crust and the tape was fitted closely 
 

Statistics: 
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Data analysis and interpretation was done using the statistical package: Winpepi 
(version 11.65) and primer of Biostatistics (version 7). The pre and post analysis 
was done using the student t test. The level of significance was determined by p 
<0.05. 

Result: 

Selected participant’s demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline are 
presented in Table1. Age (66.3 ±4.18), weight(69.99 ± 10.63), height (1.51 ±0.06), 
gender distribution (6 males and 24 females) and BMI (30.51 ±4.90). Among the 
30 subjects there were no drop outs and they had complete attendance. After the 4 
-weeks exercise intervention, pain, physical disability, BMI and waist 
circumference were decreased (all p < 0.05) Table 2. Pain (pre and post treatment 
mean came out to be 7.2 and 1.93; p < 0.05), physical disability (pre and post 
treatment mean was 49.33 and 32.1; p < 0.05), BMI (pre and post treatment mean 
was 30.51 kg/m2 and 29.16 kg/m2; p < 0.05) and waist circumference (pre and post 
treatment mean was 104.69 cm and 99.86 cm; p < 0.05) 

Table 1 shows the Mean ± SD value of age, weight, height, gender and BMI of 
the samples. 

Variable Mean ± SD 

Age (years) 66.3 ±4.18 
Weight (kg) 69.99 ± 10.63 
Height (m) 1.51 ±0.06 

Gender (male / female) 
male (n=  6)    
female (n= 24) 

BMI (kg /m2) 30.51 ±4.90   
 

 

Table 2 compares the pre and post treatment Mean and SD score, showing 
significant changes on NPRS, WOMAC, Weight, BMI and Waist Circumference 
as p < 0.05 
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Variable PRE Mean  ± SD 
POST Mean ± 

SD 

Significance 

T value P value 

NPRS 7.2  ± 0.84 1.93  ± 1.25 20.07 
<0.05 

WOMAC (Total 
score) 49.33  ± 13.11 32.1  ± 8.18 8.75 

<0.05 

WOMAC (pain) 6.53  ±  4.28 3.03  ± 2.53 6.75 
<0.05 

WOMAC (stiffness) 2.93  ± 1.28 1.63  ± 1.77 4.27 
<0.05 

WOMAC (difficulty) 28.33  ± 9.53 17.37  ± 4.81 7.49 
<0.05 

WOMAC (optional) 10.73  ± 2.13 9.26  ± 3.2 3.89 
<0.05 

Weight (kg) 69.99  ± 10.63 66.92  ± 10.05 15.79 
<0.05 

BMI (kg/m2) 30.51  ± 4.9 29.16  ± 4.62 15.31 
<0.05 

Waist Circumference 
(cm) 104.97  ± 5.4 99.87  ± 4.77 15.56 

<0.05 

 

Discussion: 

Our present study is the first, to our knowledge, to demonstrate the benefits of 
chair aerobics for treatment of OA. Aerobics has been recommended widely and 
consistently by various medical organizations for the management of OA3, but the 
efficacy of chair aerobics in patients with OA has never been studied. We found 
that 4 weeks of chair aerobics produced substantial reductions in joint pain, 
physical disability, BMI and waist circumference. Additionally, these changes 
were accompanied by the improvements in balance, upper and lower body muscle 
strength, as well as reductions in range of motion. 

The subjects showed significant reduction in pain. Pre assessment the mean score 
of pain was 7.2 and post assessment it was 1.93 respectively. This is because 
subject had performed chair aerobics for four weeks and improved muscle 
strength, knee range of motion, proprioception, balance, reduced joint tenderness 
and fitness overall. Quadriceps weakness due to unloading and inactivity of 
painful extremity leads to instability of knee joint which in turn reduces the shock 
alternating capacity of muscle.5Slemende et al (1998) and Hurley et al (1999) 
found the same result that Quadriceps weakness is common problem in OA knee 
and strengthening exercises showed significant improvement.6 

The subjects showed significant reduction in WOMAC score; pre assessment 
WOMAC score of subjects were 49.33 and post treatment it reduced to 32.1. This 
is due to reduction in pain and improved mobility of knee joint. The restriction of 
range of motion is seen in OA patients due to tightness of capsular structure along 
with the decrease in the flexibility. In OA knee, close pack position (Joint surfaces 
are approximated) becomes painful so the patient adapts a position of comfort i.e. 
loose pack position (joint surfaces are relaxed) , thus prolonged maintenance of 
knee in fixed position causes posterior capsule tightness and because of this there 
is increase in pain and reduction in range of motion. Regular exercises retain body 
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proteins and blunts the loss of muscle mass and loss of strength in elderly. With 
advancing age connective tissue becomes stiffer and more rigid and joint 
flexibility reduces and appropriate exercises when performed regularly moves the 
joint easily to increase range of motion and increase flexibility by 20-50%, 
reducing the pain. In an article, factors associated with functional impairments in 
symptomatic OA knee, concluded the same result of capsular tightness and 
psychological fear of pain.7 According to messier et al. the effects of long-term 
exercise programs (aerobic or resistance) on self-reported physical function 
indicate significant, yet modest, beneficial effects (1–11%) with a gradual return 
toward baseline values. The increase in disability and dependence in performing 
daily activities observed in older adults with OA knee is accelerated by mobility 
impairment.2 Jean-Laurent Le Quintrec (2014) also explained that Physical 
exercises were found to be effective on pain and function in OA knee.8 

The subject showed significant reduction in weight, BMI and waist circumference. 
Pre Assessment values of weight, BMI and waist circumference were 69.99 kg, 
30.51 kg/m2 and 104.69 cm respectively. The Post Assessment values were 66.92 
kg, 29.16 kg/m2 and 99.86 cm respectively. In Obesity, whole body weight comes 
on knee joint, compressing all the structure. When obesity is strongly associated 
with OA, the quadriceps muscle undergoes more weakness leading to increased 
rare foot motion during walking. This causes significant forefoot abduction 
because of which muscle recruitment pattern and force production pattern alters. 
Regular exercises reverse this effect by increasing strength of muscles and 
reducing the pain.9 Messier et al (2005) found the same result that the obesity 
leads to more stress on joint which leads to further destruction and physical 
activities showed significant improvement. In non-weight bearing position 
exercises are performed easily and it showed significant reduction in weight due to 
increased energy expenditure in subjects involving hip, knee, chest, shoulder and 
abdominal muscles, helping to create a negative energy balance for weight loss.2 

Aerobic exercises even without dietary restriction provide considerable positive 
spin -- off to weight loss effort.10 In response to aerobic exercises, levels of growth 
hormone, epinephrine and nor epinephrine increases. These hormones stimulate 
the mobilization of fat from storage and activate the enzyme lipase, which breaks 
down triglycerides into free fatty acids. Free fatty acids are then metabolized and 
serve as an important energy source, especially during aerobic exercises.11Hence, 
the body composition alters with aerobic exercise.  

Further research can be done by increasing the sample size, examining the effects 
of chair aerobics on different aspects like strength, Range of motion, balance etc. 
in different populations and comparing it with other form of exercises. 

Conclusion: We found that 4 weeks of chair aerobics training produced 
substantial reductions in joint pain, functional limitation, body mass index and 
waist circumference in elderly affected by OA knee.  
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